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Abstract: The OASIS TOSCA specification [OAS13b] aims at enhancing the por-
tability and interoperability of cloud-based applications by providing a language to
describe and manage them across heterogeneous clouds. A cloud-based application is
modelled by a service template, an orchestration of typed nodes which can be in turn
instantiated by matching [BS13] other service templates. In this paper we present a
methodology to non-intrusively adapt a service template S into a new service template
newS which exactly matches a node type N , and hence to easily reuse any actual
service modelled by S to deploy cloud-based applications that rely on N .

1 Introduction

Current cloud technologies suffer from a lack of standardization, with different providers

offering similar resources in a different manner. Hence, migrating (parts of) an application

from one cloud to another is a costly and error-prone process. As a result, cloud users tend

to end up locked into the cloud platform they are using since it is practically unfeasible for

them to migrate (parts of) their application across different clouds platforms [PMPC13].

In this scenario, OASIS recently released the Topology and Orchestration Specification

for Cloud Applications (TOSCA), which aims at enhancing the portability of cloud-based

applications by defining a language to describe and manage complex applications across

heterogeneous clouds. More precisely, TOSCA [OAS13b] defines a XML-based language

that permits to specify —in a vendor-agnostic way— topology and behaviour of complex

composite applications as service templates that orchestrate typed nodes.

As stated in the TOSCA primer [OAS13a], a node type can be instantiated by substituting

it with a “matching” service template. In our previous work [BS13], we provided a formal

definition of when a service template exactly or plug-in matches a node type. Informally

speaking, a service template S exactly matches a node type N if S has the same capabili-

ties, requirements, properties, policies and interfaces of N . S instead plug-in matches N

if S has “less” requirements and “more” capabilities, properties, and interfaces of N . It is

worth noting that, while [BS13] formally defines the conditions for type-checking whether

a node type N may be instantiated by a service template S, no methodology is provided

in [BS13] to actually perform such an instantiation when S does not exactly match N .

In this paper we present a methodology which permits to non-intrusively adapt a service

template S into a new service template newS which exactly matches a node type N , thus

allowing (the adaptation of) S to be (re)used in place of N [OAS13a]. We first consider the

case of a service template S that plug-in matches a node type N . As we will see, newS is

obtained by extending —in a non-intrusive way— S by (artificially) adding requirements
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of N that are not requirements for S, and by hiding capabilities, properties, policies and

interfaces of S that N does not have.

We then show that also a service template S which does not plug-in match a node type N

may be non-intrusively adapted into a new service template newS which exactly matches

N . More precisely, we will show how the above mentioned adaptation can be properly

extended so as to be successfully performed (i) when S exposes all the capabilities and

properties as N , but in a syntactically different way, and/or (ii) when N declares all the

requirements which are exposed by S, but in a syntactically different way, and/or (iii)

when N features one or more interface operations which are not matched by any operation

featured by S, while they can be matched by some compositions of S’s operations.

It is important to observe that the adaptation of a TOSCA service template S to match a

node type N does suffice to reuse any actual service modelled by S to deploy cloud-based

applications that rely on N . This is thanks to the powerful way in which TOSCA supports

the deployment of cloud-based applications. TOSCA permits to pack in a CSAR (Cloud

Service ARchive) file an application specification together with the actual executable files

to be deployed on a cloud platform. When a CSAR file is given in input to a TOSCA

container, the latter takes care of deploying and executing the application specification

contained in the CSAR file [OAS13a]. Therefore, in order to adapt an actual service

modelled by a service template S to deploy an application that relies on a node type N , it

suffices to adapt S into a new service template newS that matches N — without having

to generate an implementation of the adaptation specified by S.

It is also worth observing that, since the aforementioned adaptation methodology is non-

intrusive, it can be performed both by the cloud provider offering the service S and by the

application developer who needs the node N and discovers the availability of S.

Note that the adaptation works also in the case in which the CSAR of S should not be

available, for instance when S is a proprietary service offered by a third party. In such

cases it suffices to develop a simple proxy of the remote service modelled by S, and to

pack it in a new CSAR file together with the application specification containing newS

(and the executable files associated with such a specification).

Finally, it is worth highlighting that, thanks to the features of TOSCA, the simple adapta-

tion methodology that will be described in this paper considerably reduces the work needed

to reuse cloud-based services if compared to the alternative of explicitly devising adapters

as in traditional software adaptation approaches (e.g., [BCP06, GMMC13, KMNB+09]).

The rest of paper is organised as follows. TOSCA and the matching between service

templates and node types are introduced in Section 2. The methodology for adapting

service templates is presented in Section 3. Finally, related work and some concluding

remarks are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2 Background

In this section we briefly recall the main notions of the Topology and Orchestration Spec-

ification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA)1 and the notions of matching between TOSCA

services [BS13].

1Interested readers may refer to [OAS13b] and [OAS13a] for a comprehensive presentation of TOSCA, or to

[BSW14] for a quick introduction to TOSCA.
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2.1 TOSCA

The main aim of TOSCA is to enhance the portability of multi-cloud applications by en-

abling an interoperable description of application and infrastructure cloud services, of the

relationships between service parts, and of the operational behaviour of services, indepen-

dently of the supplier creating the service and of any particular cloud provider or hosting

technology.

Syntactically speaking, TOSCA is an XML-based language for describing service tem-

plates. All definitions are contained in the XML Definitions element (the root of a TOSCA

XML document). The ServiceTemplate element (Figure 1) defines all the topology and

Figure 1: TOSCA ServiceTemplate.

management aspects of a service by means of TopologyTemplate and Plans elements.

A TopologyTemplate specifies the topological structure of a service as a directed graph,

whose nodes are NodeTemplates and whose arcs are RelationshipTemplates. Plans con-

tains Plan elements that specify how to manage the associated service template during its

whole lifetime. BoundaryDefinitions can be used to define which features are externally

exposed by a ServiceTemplate2.

NodeTemplates are typed by means of NodeTypes, which define the structure of the fea-

tures whose values are specified in a NodeTemplate. Such features include properties,

interfaces, requirements, capabilities, and policies. While properties and interfaces can be

defined internally, requirements and capabilities must be typed by referring to external Re-

quirementTypes and CapabilityTypes. Finally, NodeTemplates and ServiceTemplates can

declare QoS information by exposing Policy elements, which must be typed by referring

to PolicyTypes. A PolicyType defines the structure of policy (and the NodeTypes it is ap-

plicable to), while a Policy assigns actual policy values.

2For instance, a property pext can be defined on the boundaries of a service template as a reference to an

internal property pint (which can have a different name but must have a compatible type).
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2.2 Matching service templates with node types

As stated in the TOSCA primer ([OAS13a], page 35): “node types can be made concrete

by substituting them by a service template”. While the matching between ServiceTem-

plates and NodeTypes is mentioned with reference to an example, no definition of match-

ing is given either in [OAS13b] or in [OAS13a]. In our previous work [BS13] we formally

defined when a service template exactly or plug-in matches a node type.

A service template S exactly matches a node type N (S ≡ N ) if the capabilities, require-

ments, properties, policies and interfaces exposed by S exactly match those of N , namely:

(i) the requirements, capabilities and properties of S and N have the same name and type,

and they are in a one-to-one correspondence, (ii) the policies exposed by S are applicable

to N , and (iii) the interfaces of S and N have the same name, contain the same operations,

and are in a one-to-one correspondence.

On the other hand, a service template S plug-in matches a node type N (S ≃ N ) if,

intuitively speaking, the former “requires less” and “offers more” than the latter. Namely,

(i) for each requirement r of S there exists a requirement of N which has the same name

as r and whose type is a sub-type of r’s type, (ii) for each capability c of N there exists a

capability of S which has the same name as c and whose type is a super-type of c’s type,

(iii) for each property p of N there exists a property of S which has the same name as p and

whose (XML) type is a sub-type of p’s type, (iv) the policies exposed by S are applicable

to N , and (v) for each interface operation o of N there exists an interface operation of S

which exactly matches o.

Figure 2: Example of node type and service templates to be matched.

Consider for instance the node type N and the service templates S1, S2 and S3 in Figure

2, where C is a capability of type CType, R is a requirement of type RType, p1, p2

and p3 are string properties, i1, i2 and i3 are interfaces, and o1, o2, o3, o4, and o5 are

operations3. It is easy to see that S1 exactly matches N (S1 ≡ N ) since S1 has the same

capabilities, requirements, properties, and interfaces of N . The same does not hold for

S2 and S3 (S2 6≡ N and S3 6≡ N ). S2 plug-in matches N (S2 ≃ N ) because S2 and

N expose the same requirements and capabilities, and S2 features “more” properties and

interface operations than N . On the other hand, S3 does not plug-in match N (S3 6≃ N )

since property names differ.

3 Adaptation Methodology

In this section we present a methodology to non-intrusively adapt a service template S into

a new service template newS which exactly matches a node type N , and hence to easily

reuse an actual service modelled by S in the deployment of cloud-based applications that

rely on N .

3For the sake of simplicity, we assume that S has no policies and that operations with the same name have

the same input and output parameters.
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3.1 Adaptation of plug-in matching services

Figure 3 describes the steps to perform when adapting a service template S, which does

not exactly match (S 6≡ N ) but plug-in matches N (S ≃ N ), into a new service template

newS that exactly matches N (newS ≡ N ).

(1) Create a new service template newS which initially contains S as the only node template in its
topology.

(2) For each capability (property) of N

(i) define a capability (property) with the same name and type on the boundaries of newS, and

(ii) map the defined capability (property) onto the corresponding one of S.

(3) For each interface i of N

(i) declare a new interface with the same name and operations on the boundaries of newS, and

(ii) map each operation of the new interface onto the corresponding operation of i.

(4) Add a dummy node template NoBe (whose capabilities satisfy the requirements of S and whose
requirements are the same of N ) to the topology of newS.

(5) For each requirement of N

(i) define a requirement with the same name and type on the boundaries of newS, and

(ii) map the defined requirement onto the corresponding one of NoBe.

(where mapping f to f ′ simply means that f is a reference to f ′)

Figure 3: Adaptation of plug-in matching service templates.

We now employ the GameScoreService in Figure 4 to illustrate the adaptation described

in Fig 3. GameScoreService is a service which manages score data of various games by

associating to each nickname a list of 〈game,score〉 pairs. We assume that GameScoreSer-

vice exposes a DataConfidentialityPolicy, that the GameScoreApp capability is of type

RecordingCapabilityType, that the requirements OSMySQL and OSApache are of OS-

RequirementType, that the property Version is a string, and that the nick and game pa-

rameters (both representing names) are strings, while the score parameter is an integer.

Figure 4: Available GameScoreService.

Figure 5: Target GScoreNodeType.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Example of adaptation of a plug-in matching service template: (a) after step 1, (b) after
steps 2 and 3, (c) after steps 4 and 5.
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Consider now the target GScoreNodeType (Figure 5). Suppose that the DataConfidential-

ityPolicy is applicable to GScoreNodeType, that the GameScoreApp capability is of type

GameScoreApplicationCapabilityType (which is sub-type of RecordingCapabilityType),

that Container is of type ContainerRequirementType, while OSMySQL and OSApache are

both of type LinuxRequirementType (which is sub-type of OSRequirementType), and that

the parameters nick and game are strings, while score is an integer. We can observe that,

according to the (informal) definitions given in Sect. 2.2, GameScoreService does not

exactly match, but it plug-in matches GScoreNodeType.

Figure 6 illustrates how the GameScoreService service template can be adapted into a

new service template GScoreService which exactly matches GScoreNodeType, by apply-

ing the steps in Figure 3. Namely, (a) we create a new service template GScoreService

which contains GameScoreService as the only node template, (b) we suitably define the

GameScoreApp capability and the interface operations on the boundaries of GScoreSer-

vice, and (c) we add the NoBe node to the topology of GScoreService so as to expose the

desired requirements on its boundaries.

3.2 Adaptation of non plug-in matching services

We now extend the adaptation methodology introduced in the previous section so as to

show also how a service template S which does not plug-in match a node type N may be

non-intrusively adapted into a new service template newS which exactly matches N .

(1) Create the adapted service template newS which initially contains S as the only node template
in its topology.

(2) For each capability c (property p) of N

(i) define a capability (property) with the same name and type on the boundaries of newS, and

(ii) map the defined capability (property) to that of S which is type-compatible with c (p) and
whose name can be considered equivalent to the name of c (p).

(3) For each interface exposed by N , define an interface with the same name on the boundaries
of newS. For each operation op exposed by N ,

(i) define an operation with the same name and parameters in the corresponding interface ex-
posed by newS, and

(ii) map the defined operation to
- an operation of S which you consider semantically equivalent to op (e.g., to an operation
which exposes the same input and output parameters), or
- a plan which combines the operations of S so as to obtain an operation which you consider
semantically equivalent to op.

(4) Add a dummy node template NoBe (whose capabilities satisfy the requirements of S and whose
requirements are the same of N ) to the topology of newS.

(5) For each requirement r of N

(i) define a requirement with the same name and type on the boundaries of newS, and

(ii) map the defined requirement to that of NoBe which is type-compatible with r and whose
name can be considered equivalent to r’s name.

(where mapping f to f ′ simply means that f is a reference to f ′)

Figure 7: Adaptation of non plug-in matching service templates.
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Figure 7 describes how such an adaptation can be successfully performed (i) when S ex-

poses all the capabilities and properties as N , but in a syntactically different way, and/or

(ii) when N declares all the requirements which are exposed by S, but in a syntactically

different way, and/or (iii) when N features one or more interface operation which is not

matched by any operation featured by S, while it can be matched by some composition

of S operations. The adaptation described in Figure 7 implements the relaxed matching

conditions that were defined in [BS13] (in terms of ontology-based name equivalences).

According to [BS13], the adaptation process cannot succeed if capability, property or re-

quirement mismatches are not just syntactic or if operation mismatches cannot be solved

by means of operation compositions. In other words, the adaptation in Figure 7 fails if (at

least) one of the steps cannot be performed, while it succeeds if all steps are performed.

Consider for instance the target GmsScoreNodeType (Figure 8), where the GmsScoreApp

capability is of type GmsScoreApplicationCapabilityType (which is sub-type of Recording-

CapabilityType), Container is of type ContainerRequirementType, while OS4MySQL and

OS4Apache are both of type LinuxRequirementType (which is sub-type of OSRequirement-

Type), and the nick and game parameters are strings, while the score parameter is an un-

signed integer. We observe that, according to the (informal) definition given in Sect. 2.2,

Figure 8: Target GmsScoreNodeType.

the service template GameScoreService (Figure 4) does not plug-in match the node type

GmsScoreNodeType.

Figure 9 illustrates how the GameScoreService service template can be adapted so as to

exactly match GmsScoreNodeType. First, (1) we create a new service template GmsScore-

Service which contains GameScoreService as the only node template. Since GmsScoreApp

and GameScoreApp are type-compatible, (2) we adapt the capabilities by adding a GmsS-

coreApp to the boundaries of the adapted service and by mapping it to the GameScoreApp

of the available service. Analogously, (3) we adapt the unmatched operations getGmsS-

core and getGmsOf by mapping them respectively on the getGameScore and getGamesOf

operations. We also adapt the unmatched getWorstPlayerScores operation by generating

the WPScoresPlan which suitably combines the available getWorstPlayer, getGameScore

and getGamesOf operations. Finally, we adapt the unmatched requirements by (4) adding

the NoBe node to the GmsScoreService’s topology and by (5) suitably defining the needed

requirements on its boundaries.

Once all adaptation steps have been performed (Figure 9(c)) the obtained GmsScoreService

exposes all the features exhibited by GmsScoreNodeType. This implies that they exactly

match and hence that GmsScoreService can be employed to instantiate GmsScoreNode-

Type.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Example of adaptation of a non plug-in matching service template: (a) after step 1, (b)
after steps 2 and 3, (c) after steps 4 and 5.
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4 Related Work

The development of systematic approaches to reuse existing software is widely recognized

as one of the crucial problems in system integration [XW05]. In spite of the increasing

availability of cloud services, currently platform-specific code often needs to be manually

modified to (re)use services in cloud-based applications. This is obviously an expensive

and error-prone activity, as pointed out in [TKLF11], both for the learning curve and for

the testing phases needed.

Various efforts have been recently oriented to to try devising systematic approaches to

reuse cloud services. For instance, [MPC+11] and [HLT11] propose two approaches to

transform platform-agnostic source code of applications developed with a model-driven

methodology into platform-specific applications. In contrast, our approach does not re-

strict to applications developed with a specific methodology, nor it requires the availability

of applications’ source code, and it is hence applicable also to non open-source, third-party

services.

[GMMC13] proposes a framework which allows developers to write the source code of

cloud-based services as if they were “in-house” applications. Cloud deployment infor-

mation must be provided in a separate file, and a middleware layer employs source and

deployment information to generate the artifacts to be deployed on cloud platforms. It is

worth noting that in [GMMC13] the reuse of a cloud service requires (always) invoking

the middleware layer, while in our approach adaptation is performed only once. Moreover,

[GMMC13] always requires to write source code, while our approach only requires to edit

the application specification.

In general, most existing approaches to the reuse of cloud services support a from-scratch

development of cloud-agnostic applications, and do not account for the possibility of

adapting existing (third-party) cloud-based services. To the best of our knowledge, ours is

the first approach which proposes a methodological approach for adapting existing cloud

applications, by relying on TOSCA [OAS13b] as the standard for cloud interoperability,

and to support an easy reuse of third-party services.

It is worth noting that the novelty of our approach does not reside in the type of adap-

tation techniques that we employ to adapt service templates. Indeed, our methodology

exploits well-know adaptation patterns (e.g., [GHJV95, BBG+06]) to adapt TOSCA tem-

plates. The novelty of (applying) our approach is rather that, in contrast with traditional

adaptation approaches (e.g., [BCP06, GMMC13, KMNB+09]), no additional code must

be developed to reuse existing cloud-based services. This is thanks to the powerful way

in which TOSCA supports the deployment of cloud-based applications. Indeed we ex-

ploit the possibility provided by TOSCA of mapping exposed features onto internal ones

[OAS13b], and of entirely delegating the management of such mappings to TOSCA con-

tainers [OAS13a]. Last, but not least, it is also worth noting that our approach can be

fully automated by employing ontologies to resolve syntactic differences, as suggested in

[BS13].

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper we presented a methodology to non-intrusively adapt a service template S

into a new service template newS which exactly matches a node type N , and hence to
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easily reuse any actual service modelled by S to deploy cloud-based applications that rely

on N . Notably, as we already observed, the methodology can also be applied to adapt and

reuse third-party services, whose source code is not available.

According to the TOSCA specification [OAS13b], we consider that a service template

S can be used to substitute a node type N if S has “less” requirements, namely if for

each requirement r of S there exists a requirement of N which has the same name as r

and whose type is a sub-type of r’s type. However, it is worth noting that there may be

situations in which ignoring requirements of N that are not requirements of S may lead to

loosing some relevant constraints on N (e.g., that a node template with type N should be

linked to a private network). Interested readers may refer to [BSW14] for a discussion of

this and other possible research directions for TOSCA.

We conclude the paper by mentioning some directions for our future work. One is obvi-

ously the implementation of a tool supporting the matching described in [BS13] as well

as the adaptation methodology described in this paper. This is scope for our immediate

future work, together with experimenting the methodology via such tool. Moreover, the

matching and adaptation tool may also be fruitfully integrated in a plug-in for the TOSCA

implementations that are currently under development (e.g., the Winery editor [KBBL13]

and the OpenTOSCA engine [BBH+13]) as soon as a high-level API will be available

Another interesting direction for future work starts from the observation that cloud ap-

plications do share management infrastructure. The possibility of reusing fragments of

available service templates is hence of clear practical interest. Extending the proposed

methodology in this direction is also scope for our immediate work.

A further possible direction for future work is to investigate the applicability to the problem

of adapting TOSCA service templates of more complex adaptation techniques, like those

that input also an explicit specification of the desired adaptation (e.g., like [BCP06]).
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